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As of Jan. 19, the precise modes of implementing changes in the Brazilian government's economic
adjustment program, known as the Plano Cruzado, had not yet been defined. The national media
reported that a Jan. 14 meeting of 22 state governors all members of the ruling Brazilian Democratic
Movement Party (PMDB) , PMDB chairman Ulysses Guimaraes, Finance Minister Dilson Funaro,
Planning Minister Jose Sayad and Labor Minister Almir Pazzianatto failed to produce a consensus
on the means and ways of coping with the resurgence of inflation, estimated at 10% per month, and
modifying price and wage policies. According to the Plano Cruzado as stipulated in February last
year, when aggregate inflation exceeds 20%, automatic wage hikes go into effect. Inflation since
February 1986 has surpassed the 20% ceiling. Private sector employers argue that automatic wage
hikes would only exacerbate inflation. Labor unions insist that workers not be sacrificed to what
are described as government policy mismanagement and the burden of a foreign debt workers had
no control over. Finance Minister Funaro supports a 30-day price freeze policy. After this period,
he says, price controls would be lifted gradually. Planning Minister Sayad is reportedly in favor
of a gradual removal of price controls, and suspension of automatic wage hikes. An alternative to
the automatic wage increase policy, for Sayad, is granting bonuses to workers every four months.
Finally, Labor Minister Pazzianatto has claimed a framework must be established to negotiate with
labor unions towards modifying the automatic wage hike policy. He is also supportive of granting
periodic "bonuses" to workers as a means of avoiding highly inflationary across-the-board wage
increases. On Jan. 19 Funaro met with business leaders to discuss Brasilia's plans for gradual price
increases to be applied to all products, with the exception of a list of basic consumption goods.
Meanwhile, the federal government continues to "dialogue" with labor unions. In return for a 90day "truce," during which workers will refrain from strikes, Brasilia will implement a minimum
wage increase, from the current $65 per month to $100 per month. The business community is also
expected to participate in the three-month "truce," by voluntarily reducing profit levels. In return,
Brasilia says it will take action to reduce its budget deficit.
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